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Abstract

For close to a century, researchers from across the disciplines of Urban Studies have developed empirical models

for understanding the spatial extent and social composition of urban neighborhoods–and how these dimensions

change over time. Unfortunately, however, these techniques have often been developed within disciplinary silos and

without broad exposure to other potentially interested constituencies. In this paper, we traverse the literatures of social

science, computer science, and statistics to examine a variety of modeling techniques for understanding neighborhood

dynamics. We begin our review by examining early concepts of spatial structure first outlined in the Chicago School

and discuss how the notions of social ecology and quantitative neighborhood analysis permeated the urban studies for

several decades to come. Our survey continues by reviewing contemporary statistical approaches for identifying urban

neighborhoods, culminating with the state of the art in subfields known as ‘geodemographics’ and ‘regionalization’.

Following this review, we offer insight into the field’s persistent conceptual issues, identify areas ripe for additional

research, and highlight newly-developed computational methods that can inform more just and socially equitable public

policy, community development, and accountable governance.
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1 Introduction

The analysis of neighborhoods - including their demographic
makeup, physical morphology, environmental conditions,
and the evolution of these features over time - is a central
focus of research in both the social and physical sciences.
Indeed, for nearly a century, neighborhoods have been
among the most prominent primitive units of analysis in
the social sciences, owing largely to important and durable
contributions to urban theory made by the early Chicago
School (Park et al. 1925; Merriman 2015). Park, Burgess,
and McKenzie understood the centrality of space in social
outcomes and set out to develop theories and models to
explain the social fragmentation they observed in Chicago.
Ever since, social scientists have championed their cause
tirelessly, attempting to disentangle the reciprocal nexus
linking cities, people, and neighborhoods. Yet despite their
ubiquity in the scholarly literature, neighborhoods remain
enigmatic. There is no precise definition of “neighborhood”
in either spatial extent or social composition, and the
continued use of the term belies its fundamental complexity,
both in concept and empirical operationalization. Put simply,
neighborhood research is difficult for many reasons but

necessary for many more. Neighborhoods are fundamental
elements of social life, and their spatial configurations have
deep implications for the human experience.

In the contemporary era, there is a vast and renewed
interest in empirical neighborhood analysis. Substantively,
this push is driven by two social trends. The first is a
growing recognition of the importance and pervasiveness
of “neighborhood effects” in shaping social inequality
and helping to produce a wide variety of stratified
outcomes in areas like health (Diez Roux 2001; Diez
Roux and Mair 2010), educational attainment (Garner and
Raudenbush 1991; Burdick-Will et al. 2010), cognitive
development (Sampson et al. 2008; Sharkey and Elwert
2011), employment (Mendenhall et al. 2006; Galster 2017),
and economic mobility (Chetty et al. 2014, 2015), among
a wide variety of others (Sampson et al. 2002; Sampson
2012a; Galster 2012; Sharkey and Faber 2014; Knaap
2017; Galster and Sharkey 2017). The second is the rise
of “data science,” and computational research methods,
particularly the growing subfield of geographic or spatial
data science, and the increasing adoption of advanced
quantitative techniques for studying urban areas. Indeed,
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Wolf (2018) has even gone so far as to say that the
identification of neighborhood clusters is the “quintessential
geographic data science problem.”

In the following review, we discuss the convergent
developments across distinct strands of literature. Among
these bodies of scholarship, two run parallel to one another:
the first is concerned with developing typologies of places in
which the residents who inhabit those places are internally
similar according to their various attributes (a practice
known as geodemographics). Because they are derived from
many underlying variables, the neighborhood typologies are
conceived as a type of latent characteristic that captures
socio-spatial context. These classifications are then taken as
true measures of this socio-spatial context and used as data
in secondary models of phenomena of interest.

The other neighborhood analysis literature leverages
similar statistical techniques, albeit with a different intent.
Whereas the first literature is inspired by the Chicago
school’s understanding of urban spatial demarcations
through sociodemographic segregation, the second literature
is inspired by geographic data mining and computer
science. Instead of estimating and mapping these purely-
social distinctions, urban regional science detects socio-
spatial “regions,” the spatially-coherent places latent within
sociodemographic data. Thus, urban regional science
sees geography as the embodiment of sociodemographic
segregation, and thus is an object of study itself, rather
than a medium of how sociodemographic segregation
could be visualized or expressed. This embodied-expressed
distinction is fundamental to the difference between the two
approaches.

To facilitate a better understanding of these two perspec-
tives in the vast literature on neighborhood identification,
classification, and transition, we review the last 100 years of
research focused on measuring and modeling urban socio-
spatial structure. In so doing, we discuss the empirical
foundations and theoretical underpinnings underlying each
approach; we highlight the prototypical examples as well
as the innovations and pitfalls of each method, and finally,
we posit new avenues for conceptual and computational
advances.

2 Expression & Embodiment: Two
Perspectives on Urban Space

First, we discuss the Chicago School and its durable
contribution to the understanding of urban space. The
Chicago School is an important anchor not because its
scholars were the first to study spatial structure, nor because

their theories were infallible, but because the School’s
founding marks the symbolic start of the spatial turn in
the social sciences; scholars even today credit the Chicago
School as the inspiration for neighborhood analysis writ
large. After setting forth this perspective, we examine the
development of urban regional science.

The Chicago School: Expressing
Sociodemographic Space

The Chicago School generally traces its genesis to “The
City,” the seminal volume compiled by Park et al. (1925) that
laid out the central tenets of a new brand of urban sociology.
This new scholarship was a response to the changing human
condition evidenced shortly after the turn of the 20th century,
and the waves of immigration, urbanization, and increasing
heterogeneity beginning to characterize the United States and
other developed countries in the West (Wirth 1938). Led
by Park, Burgess and McKenzie, the early Chicago School
was characterized by “a focus on the city, concern for the
effects of urbanization in producing social disorganization,
an interest in the breakdown of the extended family and
the neighborhood as a social unit, a consideration of the
conflict between transplanted old world cultures and the
emergent culture of new American cities, and a commitment
to empirical methods” (Bell and Greer 1962). This shift in
focus toward the urban social experience was a noteworthy
turn in sociology, not only because “it is one of the most
well-known turning points in. . . social science research,”
but also because it signaled the growing appreciation for
the effects of spatial structure, and “brought neighborhood-
centered research to the fore of the discipline during the early
twentieth century” (Sampson 2012a).

Indeed, the focus on spatial structure was so significant
that the “Chicago [school] felt that no social fact makes
any sense abstracted from its context in social (and often
geographic) space and social time. Social facts are located”
(emphasis original) (Abbott 1997, p.1152).

To make sense of this relationship between people
and places, the Chicago school scholars drew upon
natural ecology, borrowing the concepts of invasion and
succession to explain patterns of residential mobility
among different demographic and socioeconomic groups.
Examining Chicago’s segregated landscape, Park and his
colleagues set out to describe the geographic pattern they
observed in the city, arguing that its residents were in a
constant state of competition for space. As residents climbed
the social ladder, they would trade economic capital for
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spatial capital, and reap the positive benefits of new pro-
social communities (McKenzie 1924; Park et al. 1925; Wirth
1938; Fischer 1972). The process is summarized elegantly
by Logan (1978, p. 407): “Residential segregation creates
a status hierarchy of neighborhoods defined simply by the
characteristics of their residents, at the same time as common
class or status becomes a symbol through which people
identify their physical area as a community. The status
hierarchy of places is reinforced by people’s individual
decisions to translate upward social mobility into change
of place of residence”. In the parlance of Chicago School
adherents, urban dwellers engage in processes of spatial
assimilation, and the social structure of the city leads to
a predictable spatial pattern organized in concentric rings
extending from the center of the city (Burgess 2008). Park
and Burgess based their model on the early economic
work of Von Thunen’s “Isolated State”, which argued that
transportation costs were the central organizing factor in
urban economics, and that willingness to pay for access to
the city center would lead to a predictable partitioning among
agricultural, residential, commercial, and industrial land uses
- eventually leading to the classical “bid-rent” model of
urban economics (Alonso 1964; Mills 1967; Sinclair 1967;
Muth 1969).

The Chicago School is thus an important frame
for understanding contemporary approaches for modeling
spatial structure, not only because its main conceptual
contribution, the Burgess Concentric Zones (BCZ) model,
is the standard-bearer, but because the same kinds of
demographic shifts are now taking place that once caused
urban scholars to engage deeply with spatial structure:
globalization is shaking up both migration and urban
economic structure. Attention to growing socioeconomic
inequality has once again brought neighborhood effects to
the fore of urban studies, and gentrification together with
the “back to the city” movement are reshaping geographies
of segregation and inclusion. Thus, the time is ripe to re-
examine a series of questions guided by the Chicago School
tradition.

The first question surrounds the axes of neighborhood
differentiation: what are the relevant dimensions that
distinguish one neighborhood from another? Are they
physical (e.g. walls, train tracks, highways)? Are they
social (e.g. defacto segregation)? How are these boundaries
maintained through social and political processes? How
are the boundaries changing? How does the maintenance
of social and spatial boundaries lead to the development
of “community” and the socialization of certain types of
behaviors?

Second, how can (and should) neighborhoods be
operationalized and urban spatial structure analyzed: What
are the commonly used techniques for modeling spatial
structure? Are the methods inductive or deductive? What are
the challenges and pitfalls associated with modeling spatial
structure? How can models of spatial structure be used to
develop better, more equitable urban policies?

Modelling Social Structure

Following the introduction of BCZ, empirical models of
spatial structure went largely undeveloped for a significant
period. In the 1950s, however, social shifts yet again brought
emphasis on the significance of place. During the postwar
period of suburbanization, white flight, and social unrest,
there was a significant push to understand the nature of
“community;” the Chicago School focused strongly on
how urban spatial segmentation leads to social behaviors
like territorialism and consciously created “ideological
communities” (Hawley 1950; Suttles 1972; Hunter 1975).
To understand how these communities were created, scholars
turned to newly developed statistical methods to identify the
essential elements of “urbanism” that structure modern life
and the field of social area analysis was born. This turn is
often viewed as the beginning of an age of urban empiricism,
but it is important to emphasize that a critical component of
Chicago School analysis is empirical work that is grounded
firmly in social theory (Sampson et al. 2002). As researchers
adopted new statistical techniques, therefore, they attempted
to operationalize “the complicated phenomena of urbanism,”
described by Wirth (1938, p. 19) as “a system of social
organization involving a characteristic social structure, a
series of social institutions, and a typical pattern of social
relations”.

Seeking to formalize and operationalize the ideas of
human ecology, neighborhoods, and social areas, researchers
set out to define neighborhoods as a set of spatially structured
social interactions. A neighborhood or “natural area” could
then be identified as meeting the following criteria:

(a) a geographic area physically distinguish-
able from other adjacent areas;

(b) a population with unique social, demo-
graphic, or ethnic composition;

(c) a social system with rules, norms, and
regularly recurring patterns of social
interaction that function as mechanisms of
social control; and
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(d) aggregate emergent behaviors or ways of
life that distinguish the area from others
around it” (Schwirian 1983, p. 84)

These ideas set the stage for an entire generation of
researchers focused on discovering the latent spatial structure
in social relations. What is particularly important about
the framework Schwirian articulates is encapsulated in the
last two bullets. The Chicago School and its devotees
maintained a focus on human behavior, cultural norms,
and assimilation, which they viewed as having a reflexive
relationship with residential arrangements. Early approaches
were therefore driven by a focus on identifying, isolating,
and quantifying the social processes that led to territorialism,
“defended communities”, and segregation, among other
emergent behaviors (Suttles 1972).

One of the earliest innovations in neighborhood empirical
work was the notion that social processes, which are difficult
to observe, could be treated as latent variables and modeled
using easily obtained Census data, similar to the ways
that psychologists were beginning to model unobservable
personality traits in individuals. The first studies deploying
this technique were known as Social Area Analyses (SAA),
and were developed to help understand the shifting patterns
of segregation and urbanization that began in the 1950s.
Although social area analysis has been long studied and its
lineage is well-known, it is important to remember that its
early emphasis on natural science and social psychology
generated a empirical search for the fundamental axes of
community differentiation–the laws of social physics that
described how segregation and city living restructured the
life course.

Social Area Analysis Social area analysis was first devised
by Shevky and Williams (1949) and uses factor analysis
to isolate and measure what the authors conceived as three
essential dimensions of urban spatial structure:

1. urbanization - measured by manifest variables fertility,
women in the labor force, and single-family dwelling
units

2. social rank - measured by manifest variables
occupation, educational attainment, and rent

3. segregation - measured by an “index of isolation for
selected ethnic and foreign-born groups” (Bell 1953)

Together, Shevky and Bell postulated, these three
constructs accounted for the majority of the differences
between population groups living in the city. The Shevky-
Bell hypothesis, as it is now known, holds that urbanization,
segregation, and social rank are the defining forces that

structure urban life and influence a variety of behaviors
like household formation and participation in formal
organizations (Bell 1953; Spielman and Thill 2008). Implicit
in SAA is that these factors have theoretical connections to
behavior. Urbanization, for example may lead to declining
birth rates as women stop bearing children and join
the workforce, and segregation may lead to predictable
residential patterns as immigrants and ethnic minorities form
enclaves for mutual benefit∗. Following their identification,
the latent factors are used as input to cluster analysis, used to
group neighborhoods into similar types. Describing Shevky’s
original conceptual framework for SAA, Herbert (1967, p.
42) articulates a case that modern urban industrialism is
characterized by unavoidable “changes in the distribution
of skills, changes in the organisation of productive activity,
and changes in the composition of population. Associated
with these three main trends are the expressions of social
differentiation which become more marked over time. Thus,
Shevky & Williams’s SAA specifies three goals: first, SAA
specifies a quantitative framework for capturing these three
essential dimensions of social transformation; second, SAA
finds groups of spatial units (neighborhoods, in theory) that
are similar along each of the three dimensions. By grouping
the neighborhoods into categories, Shevky hoped to capture
nonlinear dynamics that might result from the interaction of
the three components. Third, SAA uses the resulting ”social
area” categories as lenses and explanatory variables for other
urban inquiries (Brindley and Raine 1979).

Shevky and Williams’s initial work focused on Los
Angeles, and soon after it was published, Bell (1953)
reimplemented SAA in San Francisco, using his results first
to examine the generalizability of the original L.A. study,
(Bell 1955) and later to study spatially stratified participation
in organizations, and informal social relations in different
neighborhood types (Bell and Force 1956; Bell and Boat
1957). A number of replications were also performed to test
the stability of the Shevky-Bell hypothesis, and whether the
same general structure appeared in other American cities,
which it often did (Schmid 1950; Greer 1956; Schmid et al.
1958; Arsdol et al. 1958b,a).

Despites some converging results from different cities, the
replication studies often were contentious. Some objected
to the use of SAA, arguing that it lacked foundations in
social theory and, apart from interesting patterns, provided

∗Later, SAA and human ecology more broadly would be criticized for
misunderstanding the causal nexus of these patterns (e.g. that segregation
is not entirely due to choice), but here the important point is that variable
selection in SAA was driven by attention to social processes, rather than by
simply interesting or available variables
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little insight into the causes and consequences of urban
ills (Hawley and Duncan 1957; Van Arsdol, et al. 1961;
Van Arsdol et al. 1962). In a particularly poignant critique,
Hawley and Duncan (1957) question whether urbanization,
segregation, and social rank are the defining characteristics
of cities, and whether the social areas analysis of these
variables provides valuable insight into urban life. Put
bluntly, they argue that the ‘social area’ lacks scientific rigor
because it “has provided no theory that explains why areas
tend to be homogeneous or otherwise, or that predicts the
degree of homogeneity to be observed” [ p.339].

Apart from methodological issues, some replications
called into question whether the three factor structure was a
sufficiently robust model to describe American cities. While
there was general support for the SAA model, some results
were mixed, particularly with respect to the strength and
orthogonality of the three factors, leading Anderson and
Bean (1961)

to question whether the same factor solution would emerge
using alternative variables and whether the factors would
remain static in number and interpretation. Anderson and
Egeland (1961) probe the question in more depth, finding
support for Burgess’s concentric zones theory in terms of
urbanization but not with respect to social rank, and Udry
(1964) argues that the factor solution is sensitive to the size of
the spatial units. In the ongoing debate, even Bell and Greer
(1962) conceded that while “there is clearly emergent and
presumptive evidence of verified theoretical structure in the
Shevky schema of urban analysis, additional specifications,
elaboration, and formulation are necessary,” and as more
human ecologists heeded his call, exploratory investigations
of the factor structure of urban areas blossomed into their
own subfield called “factorial ecology.”

Factorial Ecology Through the 1970s a staggering number
of Factorial Ecology (FE) studies appeared in the literature.
Unlike its predecessor SAA, which tried to derive three
theoretically meaningful constructs using factor analysis,
then performed a cluster analysis on those axes to
understand urban segmentation, FE is typically more open-
ended. Instead, FE is an inductive approach that leverages
exploratory factor analysis and eschews clustering. Similar to
Anderson and Bean (1961), factorial ecology researchers are
interested in how the urban social structure might be modeled
if a more diverse set of variables were factored. Following,
in FE many social variables are provided to a factor model
and components emerge from the data. By examining which
variables load strongly on which factors, researchers can
intuit the conceptual interpretation of each component.

Conceptually, factorial ecology borrows from psychological
personality research and psychometrics, modifying “factors
of the mind” into factors of the neighborhood (Palm and
Caruso 1972). Berry (1971) and Rees (1971) develop “factor

models” that borrow from psychological personality
research and factor labeling in factorial ecology. Factor
models are sensitive to the choice of rotation (oblique
or orthogonal) and the estimation procedure used (Hunter
1972). Accordingly, many of the results that have emerged
from studies of factorial ecology should be treated with
skepticism until it can be shown that they are robust to the
choice of factor model used (Salins 1971; Taylor and Parkes
1975; Newton and Johnston 1976; Perle 1979). Others have
criticized factorial ecology for lacking theory, arguing that
it amounts to quantitative fishing, since any derived factor
structure can be explained ex-post-facto.

Despite these criticisms, FE studies have been undertaken
all over the world and its diverse applications were even
featured in a special issue of Economic Geography (Berry
1971). Scholars have canvassed a wide variety of continents,
cultures, and class-systems, including Ireland (Parker 1975)
Sweden (Janson 1971), the Middle East (Landay 1971), India
(Rees 1969; Berry 1971), Canada (Murdie 1969; Bourne
and Barber 1971), and Brazil (Morris and Pyle 1971), in
addition to Los Angeles, Chicago (Hunter 1971), a wide
variety of other American cities (Palm and Caruso 1972), and
more. Despite this broad applicability–or perhaps because
of it–Landay (1971) raises the issue of generalizability
and cultural sensitivity when applying factorial ecology in
different contexts. Of particular interest is the method by
which variables are chosen. If the focus is on a “contextual
mode of inquiry,” how much hyperlocal context needs to
be embedded in the data, and how “standardized” might be
the results? Perfect contextual data is infinitely nuanced by
definition, and any attempt to distill a set of “standardized”
results is, therefore, off the mark. Thus “if the goal is
to make broad descriptive statements, factor analysis may
be the appropriate technique, but if the goal is to make
statements concerning relationships among specific variables
of theoretical interest, correlation and regression methods
would appear to be more appropriate” (Berry 1971, p. 214)

Ecometrics Following the initial excitement in factorial
ecology during the 1960s and 1970s, the practice quickly
fell out of vogue and lay mostly dormant through the
1980s and 1990s, presumably in part due to its inability to
address methodological critiques. After this lull, however,
explorations into the factor structure of communities were
revived by Raudenbush and Sampson (1999) in a seminal
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article introducing a newly minted sub-field they term
“Ecometrics.” To overcome the problems of factorial ecology
in the earlier generation, Raudenbush & Sampson propose
several improvements to the methodology. First, they argue
that while large scale databases like the US Census contain a
variety of useful data, they typically fail to capture many of
the most important ecological properties of neighborhoods.
Instead, Raudenbush & Sampson advocate the use of item-
response models tailored specifically to collect information
about community structures.

In conjunction with the proposed data collection devices,
they encourage the use of confirmatory factor analysis
(CFA), as opposed to the exploratory factor analyses (EFA)
employed by factor ecologists. Confirmatory factor analysis
is a special case of structural equation modeling which,
unlike its exploratory cousin, allows social scientists to test
a-priori theories about factor relationships by specifying a
measurement model that describes how particular variables
should load onto designated theoretical latent constructs; in
so doing, CFA provides an inferential framework for testing
whether the social construct under consideration is supported
by the data. In this way ecometrics is a marked departure
from factor ecology (and arguably a return to Chicago School
ideals); whereas the latter is concerned with exploratory
urban research, using diverse datasets to examine emergent
factors and developing post-hoc interpretations of them, the
former is concerned with deductive research. A theory about
why certain variables are presumed to load into semantically-
meaningful factors is stated formally, arguments justifying
this are made, and then statistical tests of fit are performed to
interrogate these claims (Mujahid et al. 2007).

Ecometrics is still a fledgling methodology, but it has
already been shown capable of developing valid and
reliable measures of social constructs like collective efficacy,
physical disorder, and social disorder, which have important
implications for human behavior (Sampson and Raudenbush
1999; Raudenbush and Sampson 1999; Sampson 2002,
2012b). The predominant barrier to adoption in ecometric
research has been the costly requirement of systematic
social observation (Sampson and Raudenbush 1999). Part of
the push for ecometrics was that large-scale administrative
data (e.g. the Census) often lack information about the
most important ecological properties of communities, and
thus novel (and expensive) data collection strategies are
necessary. Recently, however, researchers have attempted to
make ecometric research more accessible by incorporating
“big data” sources and “virtual audits” (O’Brien et al. 2015;
Bader et al. 2015, 2017; Sampson 2017). It seems likely
that ecometric analysis will continue to grow in popularity,

particularly as additional datasets and new applications
materialize. Meanwhile, however, ecometric studies are
relatively rare, and the more common practice, by far, is the
development of neighborhood classifications and typologies.
Instead of factor analysis, these studies employ cluster
analysis to identify groups of neighborhoods (i.e. census
tracts) whose racial, economic, physical and other attributes
are internally homogeneous. This approach is discussed in
detail in the following section.

Geodemographics Whereas the early Chicago scholars
were interested in explaining the relationship between
social processes and spatial structure, another pervasive
interest has been describing the emergence of a particular
spatial structure when considering certain socioeconomic,
demographic, or behavioral variables. Indeed, “in geographic
knowledge discovery the aim is, more often than not, to
explore and let spatial patterns surface rather than develop
predictive models” (Henriques et al. 2012, p. 218).

This approach represents an important conceptual shift
from the factor analytic approaches discussed in Section
2. From a procedural standpoint, both factor analysis and
cluster analysis are data reduction techniques sometimes
described as “unsupervised machine learning”; whereas
factor analysis and geodemographics create composite
indices that maintain the greatest amount of information or
variance. Thus, factor analysis and geodemographics require
a ‘speculative synthesis’ when determining the meaning
of the latent variables. For factor analysis, this requires
determining the meaning of loadings; for geodemographics,
this requires identifying a meaningful demographic profile
for each geodemographic classification (Spielman and Thill
2008). As a result, meaning is synthesized from statistical
profiles, instead of generated at the outset through a theory
or hypothesis about urban social structure.

Thus, some expressive analysis methods are deductive,
seeking to develop theory and test hypotheses about urban
ecological processes (e.g. ecometrics). Others focus on
inductive analysis, exploring the multitude of ways that
urban segregation manifests without specifying the axes
of differentiation (e.g. geodemographics). As ecometrics
modernizes factorial ecology, so too does geodemographics
modernize social area analysis.

In this sense, geodemographics reorient social area
analysis away from sociological models of spatial structure
to geographic ones. The sociological line of inquiry is
arguably about location choice: why do different groups
of people come to inhabit discrete parts of the city? It
is also concerned with social process: how do spatial
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contexts (and the social systems that develop within them)
influence collective behaviors like altruism or crime? In
addressing these questions, urban sociologists wanted to
know if the same factor structure emerged in different
places and different societies–if so, it would represent
anthropological evidence that human social and political
behavior is influenced by some kind of natural laws.
By contrast, the geographic line of inquiry is arguably
about location intelligence: how different are any two
neighborhoods, based on the estimated profiles of their
residents? What can we learn about cities by studying how
residential areas are split by different classifications? In
both cases, geography is an expression or manifestation of
the underlying fundamental process at hand, rather than an
object of study itself.

Over the last several decades, geodemographics has
become a common avenue of academic study and a lucrative
enterprise for private industry market research. Indeed, “the
analysis of people by where they live” (Petersen et al.
2011, p. 174) has become the dominant approach for
characterizing how socio-spatial structure is expressed in
urban areas. Much like BCZ, geodemographic approaches
“organize areas into categories sharing similarities across
multiple socioeconomic attributes” (Singleton and Spielman
2014, p. 558). The distinguishing difference between SAA
and geodemographics is that the latter does not employ factor
analysis prior to clustering. Thus, rather than describing
the essential components of urbanism, geodemographic
classifications are themselves “small area indicators of the
social, economic and demographic conditions prevailing in
small areas, or ‘neighbourhoods’.” As statistics themselves,
these classifications can flexibly incorporate any kind of
urban data (Singleton and Longley 2009b, p. 289). This
flexibility means that geodemographic approaches can be
tailored to a wide variety of purposes, but also raises the
challenge in “substantiating that they reflect real divisions
in society, not chance grouping in the data” (Singleton and
Spielman 2014, p. 563).

Geodemographic segmentation systems have been applied
with success to a wide variety of practical settings including
public health (Farr and Evans 2005; Abbas et al. 2009;
Petersen et al. 2011), education (Harris et al. 2007; Singleton
and Longley 2009a; Singleton et al. 2012), criminal justice
(Ashby and Longley 2005), marketing (Dalton and Thatcher
2015), road safety (Brown et al. 1999; Anderson 2010),
urban microsimulation (Birkin and Clarke 2012), and several
others (Singleton and Spielman 2014). In the realm of
public policy, Webber and Burrows (2018) show how the
city of Liverpool has been using geodemographics for

decades to develop better urban plans, and Batey and Brown
(2007) develop a geodemographic method for assessing
whether government initiatives are serving adequately their
intended spatial targets. In the private sector, meanwhile,
geodemographic systems like MOSAIC and ACORN have
flourished over the last several decades, enabling marketing
and financial service providers to better target customers
using geodemographics to model customer behavior (Farr
and Webber 2001). Towards this end commercial products
have proven enormously powerful and consume voracious
amounts of data through partnerships with aggregators like
Experian and other financial vendors (Webber and Burrows
2018).

3 Urban Regional Science: Embodying
Urban Contexts

All expressive methods seek to analyze how urban space
expresses social difference, which is done either by identi-
fying the distinct effect neighborhoods have on their inhab-
itants or by estimating unique classifications/demographic
profiles that apply to pre-existing demographic areas. In
contrast to this, the embodied approaches of urban regional
science take urban space as constitutive of social difference.
Instead of identifying how (pre-existing) neighborhoods are
divided by sociodemographic structures, spatially-coherent
neighborhoods are constructed that embody these divides.
Alternatively, instead of estimating the effect of context
on its inhabitants, the shape of context itself is distilled
from its inhabitants. Thus, whereas expressive methods use
geography as a medium to express social structure, embodied
methods identify coherent geographies latent within sociode-
mographic structure.

What a “coherent” geography means, though, requires the
core analytical concept of regional science, the “region.”
In urban regional science, a “region” is a spatially-
bounded territory that stands in for a conceptually- or
mathematically-relevant target of analysis. Since regions are
“spatially-bounded,” they are usually exclusive (meaning
that observations can only be in one region) and
exhaustive (all observations are in at least one region).
Thus, regions completely partition the urban space under
study. Their use (and thus, relevance) depends on the
context being studied (Openshaw 1977). With respect
to identifying neighborhoods, regionalization methods
operationalize (Galster 2001), finding “bundles of spatially
based attributes associated with clusters of residences.”
But, urban regional science approaches focus on more than
neighborhoods alone, allowing for meaningful “bundles of
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spatially based attributes” that pertain to a wide variety of
distinct urban locations (residences, but also workplaces,
commute paths, leisure spaces, etc.). Focusing exclusively on
urban regional science about neighborhoods, then, bounding
these coherent bundles of spatially based attributes identifies
how relevant social processes are embodied within urban
space. The methods, techniques, & common operational
theories used to estimate these boundaries are called
“regionalization.”

Distinct from “clustering,” regionalization requires the
partitioning of a map into a finite number of exclusive
labellings. Map clustering seeks only to identify unusual
regions, even those that are geographically irregular (Kolatch
2001) or do not provide an exhaustive partition.† Thus,
clustering is a fully “unsupervised” analytical technique,
whereas regionalization is often described as semi-
supervised. Generally-speaking, the analyst has a notion
of how many regions are desired, geographical conditions
the regions should satisfy (such as compactness, convexity,
and/or contiguity), and which implicit geographies the
detected regions might echo (Duque et al. 2007). However,
in nearly all cases, the recovery of an existing neighborhood
geography is not the end of regionalization, so it is not a
strictly supervised technique.

Beyond the core unifying concept of the embodied
“region,” regionalization methods have a much wider and
diffuse set of applications & techniques. Because regional
delineations are strongly dependent on how the process
plays out in space, regionalization methods themselves
usually do not relate to specific hypotheses about social
systems. Instead, regionalization involves a large set of
broadly useful methods for partitioning geographies. This
can make the literature on regionalization appear more
diffuse than the expressive methods discussed previously.
However, this diffusiveness is a necessary companion
of maturing geographic perspectives (Johnston et al. in
press); there are few grand “geographic theories” in the
same sense as those considered by the Chicago School,
only specific theories about the geography of each social
process. In light of this, we present the regionalization in
the following section by identifying commonality in both
methods & applications. For each case study we discuss, we
identify common regionalization strategies, examine shared
conceptual entities that regions are used to represent, and
describe how these embodied geographies might relate to
other studies’ geographies.

Regionalization methods

In their review of regionalization algorithms, Duque et al.
(2007) identify five criteria used for drawing regions. They
describe the various conditions governing how “areas,” the
fundamental units of observation being grouped, are usu-
ally grouped together into the “regions” defining a region-
alization. Below, we name and paraphrase the conditions
suggested Duque et al. (2007) that regionalizations tend to
satisfy:

1. exclusiveness - observations are in at most one region
2. exhaustiveness - observations are in at least one region
3. fullness - each region has more than one observation
4. disjunction - each region has a distinctive geographic

location and does not overlap or blend into another
5. optimality - the regionalization is designed to score

well according to a formally-specified objective

Thus, a regionalization algorithm usually provides a full,
exclusive-exhaustive partition of a source graph (designed
to represent the urban geography under analysis) into many
distinctive parts. Taken together, these subgraphs satisfy
some target goal or objective; this objective might be
explicitly spatial, purely sociodemographic, or may reflect
a mixture of any number of component objectives.

Fully-Exclusive Regionalizations: bounding the
neighbourhood

Work on the fundamental theory of how best to conduct
regionalization analyses, in general, is active and ongoing
(Folch and Spielman 2014; Laura et al. 2015; Kim et al.
2016; She et al. 2017). Although regions are sometimes
required purely for statistical purposes (Openshaw 1977;
Spielman and Folch 2015), regions are often used to model
urban residential markets (Royuela and Duque 2013), social
communities (Hipp 2010; Hipp et al. 2012, 2013), political
communities (Morrill 1976; Guo 2008; Pang et al. 2010;
Tam Cho and Liu 2016; Magleby and Mosesson 2018),
disease clusters (Assuncao et al. 2006), and transit zones
(Guo and Bhat 2007; Li et al. 2014; Chen et al. 2015). ‡

Depending on the social process under study and the
frame of analysis, these may be larger or smaller than
other common notions of how “large” a neighborhood is
from the perspective of the expressive literature (Spielman

†For a recent overview of these cluster detection methods, consult Grubesic
et al. (2014).
‡Beyond the urban, regionalization is common in the identification of
ecological zones (Long et al. 2010; Miele et al. 2014; Yuan et al. 2015;
Long and Robertson 2018)
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and Singleton 2015). Often, these analyses compare the
identified data-driven regions to an existing regionalization,
identifying how and where the the solutions agree or
examining which observations tend to be ill-fitting. This
means that many analyses consider the number of observed
regions as if it reflects a “known” or true number of
admissible regions. This is not a necessary constraint (Duque
et al. 2012), however, and the number of admissible (or
intelligible) regions has itself be used to analyze volatility in
neighborhood dynamics (Rey et al. 2011) or to provide more
useful statistical summaries of small-area estimates (Bação
et al. 2004; Henriques et al. 2010; Assunçao et al. 2006;
Spielman and Folch 2015).

The Fuzzy Urban Region

In geoscience & nature geography, many regionalizations
have allowed for classifications which are not strictly
disjoint (Bourgault et al. 1992; Leyk and Zimmermann 2007;
Long et al. 2010; Yuan et al. 2015). In these cases, it
is reasonable to consider the regions being embodied as
only partially-identifiable. Ecological or geological zones
may reasonably blend smoothly into one another, creating
spaces where samples might plausibly fall into more than one
cluster/region.

Only some of their bounds, edges, or extents are
discernible, mainly where the difference in empirical
characteristics between regions is largest.

However, by dint of constraint, classical regionalization
methods may force these partially-identified regions into
being complete exclusive-exhaustive assignments. This is
akin to some of the concerns discussed by Spielman and
Singleton (2015); uncertainty both about which region a site
ought to fall into and uncertainty about the site itself may
affect classifications across the board. What Kwan (2012)
refers to as the “Uncertain Geographic Context Problem”–
this fundamental epistemological uncertainty about the scale
and precise hierarchy at which theorized regions affect
observations–is an intrinsically difficult representational
problem. In general, since one cannot know the “true”
regions that individuals find most relevant or most impactful
for a given social process (or combination of processes),
misspecification of the relevant regions may result in
statistical or empirical artifacts; observations may be
assigned the incorrect contextual effect, multiple contexts
may act jointly and their effects are not identifiable,
observations may be mis-assigned and thus bias an existing
contextual effect estimate away from its “true” value were
the set of all regions known.

Indeed, this is a fundamental concern: Isard (1956)
identifies this problem right from the outset of urban regional
science. He notes, “[regional scientists] shall probably never
be in the position to identify a ’true’ set of regions,” so
they are forced to use a new purpose-driven regionalization
for each distinct interrogation. Thus, the “true” context,
in Isard’s view, was likely to remain uncertain. However,
through repeated study, commonalities in the structure of
relevant regions would emerge, possibly leading to regions
which minimized the extent to which they obscured the
social processes they co-constituted. While these are just
now coming within reach for advanced statistical studies
(Bradley et al. 2017), the extent to which these regions
represent intelligible socially-experienced geographies is
currently unknown. Thus, while some analyses do aim to
critically consider uncertainties and measurement (Harris
et al. 2007; Gale and Longley 2013; Singleton et al.
2016; Knaap 2017), practical consideration of the uncertain
structure of urban regions in this literature is surprisingly rare
given the issue’s longstanding theoretical attention.

Beyond uncertainty in classification, the inherent rigidity
of assuming regions are disjoint, which means that the
identified zones may be more separated or distinguished
geographically than they may be in theory. As some of the
hierarchical and spectral methods note, classifications need
not be strictly disjoint; indeed, it is often reasonable to think
that regions or neighborhoods may have “fuzzy” boundaries.
This uncertainty of boundary is distinct from uncertainty in
classification or measurement; if regions are useful insofar as
they identify a distinct territory, then blending or interlacing
assignments at the boundary may denote areas where a
single region assignment may not be useful or accurate.
There are a few attempts to generalize these concerns
in classic regionalization methods, either by considering
membership itself as a fuzzy decision (Ambroise et al. 1997;
Ambroise and Govaert 1998; Cowpertwait 2011; Hu et al.
2009; Reich and Bondell 2011) or by allowing a component
assumption of disjointedness to be relaxed (Spielman and
Logan 2013; Yuan et al. 2015; Wolf 2018). For instance, in
Spielman and Logan (2013), street segments are classified
into ethnic categories using historical census data. However,
classifications are not exhaustive, in that some streets are
not identified as being of any discernible ethnic category.
Further, “neighborhoods” are loosely-bounded, allowing for
the intermingling of classifications into the same bounded
space. However, in these studies, neighborhoods qua regions
still represent a single zone, albeit less crisply-bounded;
in the case of social applications, these zones reflect
shared contexts that are experienced by many individuals
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in a shared socio-spatial urban geography. It is only the
assumptions about regional structure—that they must be
exclusive, exhaustive, and disjoint—that have been relaxed.

Rejecting the Neighborhood-as-Region There are also
outright rejections of exclusiveness, exhaustiveness, or
disjunction. In the main, these rejections of neighborhoods
as regions are theoretically motivated. They may suggest that
only a subset of boundary/transitional areas is well-defined.
These bounding approaches focus exclusively on identifying
zones of rapid change rather than providing membership into
discrete categories (in a processes referred to as “wombling”)
(Womble 1951; Bocquet-Appel and Bacro 1994; Lu et al.
2007; Dean et al. 2018). Another rejection of classical
region assumptions in urban regional science involves the
rejection of shared context. Here, “egohoods,” or spaces of
individual/personal experience (Hipp and Boessen 2013), are
used instead. These spaces of individual experience tend to
overlap significantly, are usually unique for each individual
(Spielman and Thill 2008; Spielman and Yoo 2009; Logan
et al. 2011; Spielman et al. 2013) although the characteristics
of these spaces can change dramatically depending on
how large they are (Fowler 2016). Because the egohood is
purely theoretical and obtained usually from straightforward
computations applied to individuals’ locations, “bounding”
an egohood (or shared spaces between egohoods) is not
conceptually useful in the same manner as for the region.
Thus, it is unusual to consider the co-incidence of egohood
boundaries, even though this is a common method of analysis
when interviewing individuals about what they perceive their
neighborhoods to be (Coulton et al. 2001; Campbell et al.
2009; Coulton et al. 2013; Hwang 2016). Thus, egohoods
are conceptually and practically distinct from neighborhoods
since they (in general) do not pertain to collections of
residences (or transit destinations or sales locations, etc).

Dynamics of Urban Spaces

Bounding the neighborhood is, however, only the first step
in the study of neighborhood dynamics. Dating at least
back to Isard (1956), regional dynamics, the changes in
shape and structure of urban regions, have been prised
over “comparative statics.” Isard believed we were “far
from developing meaningful dynamical models which would
require a constantly-changing regional pattern” (p.21, ibid);
yet, in some ways, we are still far from this goal. As
Rey et al. (2011) note, neighborhoods can change in two
ways. Neighborhood composition—the sociodemographic
profile that characterizes each neighborhood—can change,
and their boundaries—the spatial extent over which each

neighborhood is considered salient—can drift. Most clearly,
processes like gentrification and the “back to the city
movement” have considered dynamics primarily in the first
case; known & bounded urban places change in their
economic or racial characteristics. Further, some attention
has been paid to drift & disagreement about boundaries in
urban spaces (Hwang 2016) though this usually focuses on
change in subjective perceptions or individual identification
of urban space. In general, most work in dynamics has
been exploratory, describing and identifying latent patterns
in social-spatial structure, rather than model-based in Isard’s
(or even Raudenbush and Sampson (1999)’s ecometric)
terminology.

More generally, there are many strategies which aim
to characterize the dynamics of neighborhood change in
terms of fixed-boundary changes of composition, the drift-
ing boundaries of urban places, or their covariation. An
important review of neighborhood change in expressive
analytical frameworks is provided by Schwirian (1983),
who outlines several broad patterns of change, including
invasion-succession and neighborhood life cycle (which he
describes as classical models). He suggests that demo-
graphic/ecological, socio-cultural/organizational, political-
economy, and social movements can change neighborhood
characteristics. But, given that these neighborhoods are
assumed to express underlying social structure from the
outset, any type of social change could modify how social
traits are expressed at any point in urban space.

Recent work on modeling the urban neighborhood change
tends to focus on historical footprints of specific urban spaces
from a holistic perspective. One vibrant strand of work is
found in analyzing the sequences using the optimal matching
algorithm (Abbott 1995; Gauthier et al. 2010). In these
analyses, an initial geodemographic analysis is adopted to
segment underlying urban space into specific neighborhood
classes (Mikelbank 2011; Delmelle and Thill 2014; Delmelle
2015, 2016; Ling and Delmelle 2016; Delmelle 2017).
Then, the historical experience of an urban area can be
examined by summarizing the sequences of the identified
neighborhood classifications it experiences. An interesting
trait of the current work is that it tends to focus on similarity
of experience and could be asynchronous; two areas could be
considered to have analogous historical demographic trends
if they make the same sequence of transitions at different
times. It could be very interesting and rewarding in terms
of revealing hidden urban dynamics patterns to fully exploit
the optimal matching algorithm and its variants widely
used in other fields of social science (Studer and Ritschard
2016). On the other hand, some recent research applied
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measures of income mobility to provide complementary
insights in neighborhood change (Modai-Snir and van
Ham 2018). More specifically, the total neighborhood
change is decomposed into exchange and structural effects
similar to the income mobility tradition (van Kerm 2004).
Further cross-fertilization between economic and social
dynamics could be explored. Other interesting analyses of
neighborhood change are viscerally expressive, examining
changes in images of urban streets (Hwang 2015; Naik et al.
2017).

Other perspectives aim at modeling and predicting the
dynamics of neighborhoods. As Mikelbank (2011) notes,
many neighborhoods experience deja vu: they may appear
to be transformed, acquiring wholly-new characteristics, but
instead quickly change into another common and established
type of neighborhood. Thus, work examining how the urban
space transitions between neighborhood classes over time
provides an alternative characterization of neighborhood
dynamics (Aaronson 2001; Rey et al. 2011, 2012; Delmelle
2015; Arribas-Bel and Tranos 2018). These studies model
the trajectories of neighborhood classifications as a Markov
Chain based on which a transition count/probability matrix
can be estimated and further analyzed. In this case,
trajectories of neighborhood classes are stepwise examined,
rather than being analyzed holistically as a sequence.
Some classes might be “stable,” in that they may tend to
retain their classification rather than change classification
frequently. Others may be “volatile,” in that they may
have a high probability of transitioning to other classes.
It should be noted that the classic Markov chains model
does not take account of potential spatial effects such
as spatial autocorrelation and spatial heterogeneity, as
well as temporal heterogeneity. Strategies for diagnostics
and extensions could borrow from the regional income
distribution dynamics literature (Rey 2001; Rey et al. 2016;
Kang and Rey 2018) and interpretation should proceed with
caution.

In general, developing these kinds of longitudinal analyses
of dynamics has historically been frustrated by the lack
of available data. Despite long-running historical projects
that focus on specific urban places (Sampson 2012a), long-
term high-resolution longitudinal sociodemographic data
suitable for spatial analysis are expensive to develop and
maintain. So, it has only recently been made freely- and
openly-available (Logan et al. 2014, e.g.). This concern also
applies to urban street-level imagery, and as such, the recent
cultivation of these large and extensive datasets has lifted
the prospects for longitudinal analysis of neighborhoods
broadly.

4 Issues at the frontier

At present, the analysis of neighborhoods occupies a
somewhat enigmatic space in urban studies. Despite the
longstanding interest, significant work is still necessary
to obtain basic theoretical frameworks for some traits
of neighborhoods, such as their usual social- or spatial
size (Fowler 2016; Talen 2018). The application of
geodemographic typologies has proven useful repeatedly in
a variety of settings, and their instrumental value is clear.
Further, studies in urban regionalization continue to cast
doubt on Isard’s hope of a single true context that appears and
reappears across many regionalizations (Poorthuis 2018).
Regardless, however, the development of regionalization
methods tends to be largely descriptive, cross-sectional, and
driven strongly by non-academic interests.

Despite their practical utility, geodemographic studies
are explicitly non-causal expressions of social structure.
Thus, in their pursuit of active, responsive visualization of
the social tapestry as is, geodemographics has done very
little to advance scientific understanding of the underlying
social and political processes by which spatial segmentation
arises and the mechanisms by which society or individuals
enforce & reinforce it over time. Rich historical accounts
of geodemographic work Webber and Burrows (2018)
and Singleton and Spielman (2014) detail the success
geodemographics have enjoyed in practical settings, but the
relative dearth of academic geodemographics is conspicuous.

There are a variety of other critiques which might turn
researchers away from geodemographic work (Voas and
Williamson 2001). But, geodemographics as a discipline is
also exceptionally-responsive to academic critique when it
does occur For instance, “ on the fly” visualisation of the
outcome of geodemographic classifications (Singleton and
Longley 2009b) allows for response and interactive seg-
mentation and exploratory spatial data analysis. Linking “of
conventional social, economic and demographic geographies
to patterns of virtual interactions at fine levels of spatial
granularity” (Longley 2012) empowers detailed and sensitive
insights to be obtained. For many current and planned geode-
mographic output area classifications, a broad set of stake-
holders is consulted directly. Finally, leveraging “the best
spatial analysis methods in a problem centered approach”
(Singleton and Longley 2009b, p.290) has supplanted one-
size-fits-all approaches.

These improvements aside, one of the longstanding
criticisms of geodemographics has been that typologies
“fail to advance any real understanding of the social
processes which cause neighborhoods to change” (Webber
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and Burrows 2018, p. 130). One possible reason is
that geodemographic analyses are contingent, precisely-
oriented to a specific objective on which the demographic
segmentation is drawn. This makes them difficult to evaluate
objectively. Indeed, “classification can only be deemed
‘good’ or ‘poor’ when it has been evaluated in terms of
the specific purpose for which it is required” (Singleton and
Spielman 2014).

This also means that critical decisions about parameteri-
zation have no true answer; the “best” number of clusters
can be identified (Rousseeuw 1987; Frey and Dueck 2007,
e.g.), but this may not provide the clearest or most useful
contrasts for the visualization of these clusters. There is
considerable variability for this parameter in the literature:
five neighborhood types have generally emerged in academic
analysis (Mikelbank 2004; Delmelle 2015; Foote and Walter
2017; Xiang et al. 2018), but commercial systems have
evolved over time, with original systems using 10 low-level
categories, later systems leveraging over 40 (Webber and
Burrows 2018), and still others with over 100 (Brown and
Batey 1994). Further, hierarchical typologies may nest types-
within-types, creating arbitrary numbers and configurations
of sub-types within types. The rationale for these decisions is
often unclear or uncompelling from a theoretical perspective,
but can profoundly affect the resulting structure of identified
neighborhoods.

Despite broad utility and appeal in the geographical
sciences, a major limitation of geodemographics remains
that “current geodemographic systems cannot be considered
to be explicitly spatial in design, estimation or testing,
and that local context requires systematic consideration
in geodemographic profiling” (Singleton and Longley
2009b, p. 289). Further, “it is increasingly clear that
what is missing is explicitly spatial representation of the
accumulated effects of historical and cultural processes”
(Longley 2012). In general, this can foster a good kind of
“blindness” in the geodemographic classification. Without
extensive consideration of deep history & geography urban
demographic segmentations, the analyses may hope to
discover novel or interesting patterns, unconstrained by
legacies of space and time.

Indeed, the lack of explicit geographical constraint is
often viewed as enhancing flexibility more than a limitation,
since, as Schwirian points out, “social areas” were originally
defined such that “the subareas need not be contiguous.
Their similarity arises from the social similarity, not the
physical proximity of their residents” (Schwirian 1983, p.
86). Geographies that are strongly spatially-similar will
generate nearly-contiguous geodemographic classifications,

and ones that are not, do not. Moving forward, there is a clear
opportunity to bridge expressive and embedded perspectives
to include formal models of spatial relationships (Rey and
Janikas 2005; Rey et al. 2011, 2015), but these (as of yet) are
neither common nor simple.

In contrast, explicit models of spatial regionalization tend
to still fixate on methodological developments. Typically,
these innovations tend to focus on getting regionalizations
faster (Laura et al. 2015), with higher quality (Bradley
et al. 2017), or with better guarantees on their properties
relative to the rest of an unfathomably-large set of possible
regionalization (Chikina et al. 2017). These methodological
innovations reflect substantial advances in a known-hard
methodological problem, but the relative lack of theoretical
work on the validity of urban regionalization methods
remains here, too. Further, concerns from geodemographics,
such as those about arbitrary numbers of neighborhoods
or a solution’s contingency on a specific purpose or
context, still apply in regionalization (Duque et al.
2012). Thus, while regionalization is often presented more
strictly as a methodological problem to be solved through
methodological means, it is likely that better theory about the
social-spatial structure of neighborhoods could benefit both
the current cutting-edge embedded and expressive methods
of analysis.

Toward an Urban and Regional Ecology

Contemporary approaches for modeling socio-spatial struc-
ture, the expressive perspective employing cluster analysis
and the embodied perspective of employing regionaliza-
tion, are successors to long lines of urban social science.
While the former is typically practiced by sociologists as a
deductive method for understanding the geography of social
processes, the latter is typically practiced by geographers as
an inductive method to understand the emergent patterning of
spatial structure. Unfortunately, these quantitative disciplines
have seldom crossed in the literature, to the detriment of
urban scholarship writ large. In our view, these approaches
are complements, not substitutes: cross-fertilization between
empirical researchers would provide more robust insights
into the human processes under study in the city. For most
cases, this requires better theory-driven development of
methods in neighborhood dynamics.

Addressing common concerns about uncertainty in
demographic classifications, future work may aim to
integrate the classification and prediction models into the
same probabilistic framework. This is currently under active
development (e.g. Bradley et al. 2017), and will likely only
continue to be more attractive as statistical thinking becomes
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more expressive and “harder” models become more feasible.
Integrating the classification and use model ensures that the
uncertainty and flux in classification decisions are formally
linked to how they are used.

For instance, many of the geodemographic and region-
alization methods are conceptualized as estimating “latent”
categories of observations. Recent work makes it simpler to
chain theories together in hierarchical models, which nest
models of multiple processes together in a single consistent
probabilistic framework. While hierarchical modeling is not
new, formal analysis and computation methods make them
more feasible now than they ever have been before. Thus,
more extensive use of relevant formal statistical theory is
required to address concerns about uncertainty in the analysis
of neighborhood dynamics.

Second, it is necessary for more explicit attention to
be paid to the human theory underlying neighborhood
dynamics. For instance, in analogue to ethnographic studies
that use participants’ notions of neighborhood boundaries
to obtain a consensus about neighborhood structures
(Coulton et al. 2001; Campbell et al. 2009; Coulton
et al. 2013; Hwang 2016), do neighborhoods of wealth
comport with neighborhoods of transit or healthcare or race?
Regions or geodemographic partitions can be drawn, but
to what extent do the discovered map patterns coincide?
Current geodemographic and regionalization analyses tend
to focus on the latent structure of a large amount of
social data, reprising the same data reduction timbre
from early Chicago School study. However, since data-
driven analyses are destined to be contingent on middle-
range theory, it may be more illuminating to embrace
this narrowness, examining how patterns in regionalizations
or geodemographic partitions of different social processes
coincide.

Third, it is important to reconcile the theoretical dis-
tinctions made between expressive and embedded analyses.
Explicitly-spatial strategies to integrate information about
configuration and pattern of the input data into geode-
mographic classification must be embraced, improved, and
deployed. Further, strict beliefs about neighborhoods or
regions as contiguous zones need to be relaxed in future work
in urban regional science. This may involve methods that
explicitly relax constraints (Yuan et al. 2015; Wolf 2018) or
generalize their meaning (Wu and Murray 2008). While there
are sometimes explicit statistical or mathematical challenges
to using spatial data directly within classic geodemographic
methods, simpler strategies exist and can be remarkably
effective (Halleck Vega and Elhorst 2015). It is important to

consider these directions in developments to analyze socio-
spatial structure.

Finally, the study of true dynamics is critical for relevance
in the future. What a true dynamical model of joint spatial
and social structure might look like is still uncertain,
however. Currently, work proceeds by considering the
social structure of tract-years, the “flattened” collection of
neighborhoods in space and time. When these are linked
together in the analysis of transitions or demographic
sequences, there is usually not a generative model (in
the sense of Schwirian (1983)’s descriptive typologies).
Regardless of the specific expressive/embedded approach,
this lack of generative dynamics makes it difficult to address
Longley (2012)’s concerns about how the accumulation
of historical experiences can be invisible or obscured in
geodemographic analysis. Better models of neighborhoods
as dynamic social-spatial systems may yet prove more
sensitive to this legacy of experience.

5 Conclusion

The history of neighborhood dynamics is storied, and
involved with many central strands of social science through-
out the mid-20th century. However, difficult conceptual chal-
lenges, identified at the outset of this genre of study, still
plague the domain. This persistent disunity centers on the
precise mechanisms and actions by which neighborhoods
operate in urban space. Through what social process do
neighborhoods (as things in themselves) affect their inhab-
itants? Which “neighborhoods” (or generally, urban regions)
are germane to which processes, and do all neighborhoods
play a part in that process? What are neighborhoods for?
Despite the longstanding interests in bounding their territory,
estimating their effects, and describing their dynamics, these
questions are still largely approached by examining as broad
of social data as possible, attempting to draw sufficiently
general geodemographic classifications using a large amount
of census data. While this means the study of neighborhood
dynamics often considers the intersection of many differ-
ent social processes, it still remains contingent on “narrow
spatial theorizing,” Isard (1956, p. 20) or sometimes no
theorizing at all.

Thus, in some ways, the same challenges that have
existed continue to exist in nearly the same form, although
data and computation have improved immensely. Indeed,
there have been so many important, recognizable advances
in the methodology for understanding the dynamics of
neighborhoods, that it is difficult to characterize exactly
how extensive these advances are. New data on new
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human experiences continue to challenge and change the
ways in which we bound and describe neighborhoods.
New algorithms and mathematical advances improve the
quality and precision with which urban structure can be
prescriptively divided or descriptive divisions estimated.

However, most of the theory for modeling neighborhoods
and their socio-spatial structure derive from the Chicago
School, whose pursuit of human ecology began 100 years
ago (Abbott 1997, p. 1153). Many new methods still reprise
the same theoretical motifs from this earlier work. And while
once a towering paradigm in the social sciences, human
ecology has lain dormant for many years. As we have shown,
contemporary methods provide two distinct views on how
neighborhoods are meaningful in cities. Unfortunately, the
growth, maturation, and adoption of methods belonging to
the embedded and expressive perspectives have apparently
accompanied the erection of disciplinary silos and as a result,
modern urban ecology is more diffuse and it is difficult to
trace the exact moment of its genesis.

Moving forward we call for a new generation of
scholarship that bridges the perspectives, leveraging the
useful theoretical backing of the Chicago school with the
stronger geographies of urban regional science. Today, we
argue, there is an emerging generation of urban ecological
scholarship that does precisely this. Though sometimes not
actively conscious of this lineage, this new urban ecology
traces much of its heritage to the Chicago School. Unlike
these predecessors, however, the new urban ecology strives
to blend urban regional science embeddings with new
expressive analyses. It is this new urban ecology, then,
that stands poised to provide new perspectives on the
fundamental divide in the study of neighborhood dynamics.
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